Across

5. (adj) anxious or fearful about the future; dread
7. (adj) characterized by or resulting from ill-considered haste or boldness
8. (adj) possessing valor; brave; marked by or done with valor
10. (adj) easy angered; bad tempered
12. (adj) marked by extreme desire to acquire or possess
14. (adj) about to occur; impending
16. (v) to constitute or include; to enclose or to envelope
19. (n) the common people or Rome
21. (v) to set right, remedy, or rectify
22. (n) appearance; expression of the face
26. (adj) incapable of producing offspring; devoid of something specified
27. (n) changelessness; steadfastness; faithfulness
28. (n) the quality of being easy and pleasant to speak to
29. (n) something handed down from an ancestor or a predecessor from the past
31. (n) a bodily ailment or weakness, especially one brought on by old age
33. (n) the act or an an instance of open revolt against civil authority or a constituted government
36. (n) freedom from worry; peace of mind; state of being at rest
37. (adj) of low rank, birth, or position; devoid of high values or ethics
38. (n) a desire to harm others or see others suffer

Down

1. (n) the act of punishing or severely criticizing
2. (adj) domineering in manner; arrogant
3. (v) to make something greater in size or extent; to add or increase
4. (v) to reject disdainfully; scorn
5. (n) a ghostly figure or specter; a sudden or unusual sight
6. (adj) abrupt and often disconcertingly frank in speech
8. (n) the face or facial expression of a person
9. (v) to criticize severely; blame
11. (v) to entice by trickery or cunning
12. (n) one that engages in an illegal, wrongful, or subversive act
13. (n) an eloquent and skillful speaker
15. (n) a heavy downpour; a heavy uncontrolled outpouring
17. (adj) foreboding; exciting wonder and awe
18. (adj) abjectly submissive; acting like a slave
20. (n) a small or very slender candle
22. (v) to make impure or unclean by contact or mixture
23. (n) quick, light, or agile in movement or action; quick, clever, or acute in understanding or devising
24. (v) to place in a tomb; bury
25. (n) a seer; one who can foretell future events; a speaker of truth
30. (n) the vault or expanse of the heavens; the sky
32. (v) to prove to be false or erroneous; overthrow by argument or proof
34. (v) to request earnestly
35. (adj) unwilling or reluctant; disinclined